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Executive Summary

Only 18 months ago, adding graphic overlays to live content was the preserve of big budget 

professional broadcasters who could afford the dedicated hardware, expensive software 

licenses, and expertise. This paper explains how Singular democratized this process with its 

cloud-based platform allowing anyone with an internet connection, wherever they are, to 

produce live content with real-time graphic overlays; it also examines the timeliness of this 

revolution, given the urgent need for remote and accessible production capabilities during the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

Hundreds of thousands of live streams, from professional sporting events to high school

graduation ceremonies, have now been augmented by Singular’s Intelligent Overlays.  They can 

be as simple as adding names on a lower third to next gen interactive graphics inviting audiences 

to personalize their viewing experience and dive deeply into the content.

Singular was designed by the most experienced and devoted industry experts to use digital 

technologies to disrupt the traditional way of doing things. The broadcast industry had evolving 

needs that were not served by existing solutions; scalability, flexibility and accessibility.  The 

ever-changing content landscape, with its needs accelerated by COVID-19, has embraced this 

tool, and Singular’s mission has evolved in parallel to now ensure that all live content creators 

have access to their transformative overlays, unleashing the potential of telling stories with data 

and graphics, regardless of their experience, background, location or resources.

Live Graphics
Before Singular

Once upon a time (well, less than two years ago), telling live 

stories with data and graphics was not easy. Firstly, companies 

were forced to buy specialised dedicated hardware to power the 

graphics. Cumbersome machines that were either large, heavy or 

expensive and often all of these. This hardware, plus its specialist 

operators, had to be shipped to live events around the world, at a 

huge financial and environmental price, just so a  graphic overlay 

could be added onto a live broadcast.  Costly software, licenses 

and support fees added to the barriers to entry meaning only 

content creators with the deepest pockets could afford them. A 

school would never be able to add informative overlays to its live 

educational streams or morning news announcements, and an 

amateur football team could only dream of adding broadcast 

quality live score graphics to its matches.



“When we were working with clients at F1 events we saw large broadcasters like Sky 
shipping 20-25 tonnes of kit around the world to each event to produce their shows. 
Not only is that incredibly expensive, it has a massive environmental impact. Shipping 
huge amounts of hardware, as well as the engineering and technical support teams 
and of course the operators. Throw in their travel and accommodation and you have 
a big carbon footprint being generated.” 

Singular.live CEO
Andrew Heimbold 
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As broadcast industry veterans, the founders of Singular worked with clients all over the world 

and saw this burden first hand. 

Such complexity and cost meant live graphics remained exclusively available to only the most 

established big budget networks courtesy of just a handful of vendors who had no real incentive 

to change the game. 

The problem was exacerbated by the  COVID-19 pandemic which accelerated the need for cloud 

and remote live production capabilities that were accessible to all. Many large broadcasters all 

around the world suddenly found that their hardware-dependent studio graphics platforms were 

now inaccessible. Broadcast networks are not typically open to internet connections, so even 

remote access presented a challenge. In a situation like that, a cloud-based platform provides a 

very simple,  robust backup that many networks quickly picked up for their production facilities. 

On the road however, it is simply no longer safe to transport people and equipment to cover live 

events.

Broadcasters weren’t alone in facing these obstacles.  The closing of physical spaces such as 

schools and religious facilities propelled many people into the world of live streaming and cloud 

production to meaningfully connect with their communities. The user base for a live streaming 

graphic overlay product suddenly broadened way beyond just the traditional broadcast industry, 

and the ability to create live content from your home became more crucial than ever.
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The limitations of traditional platforms started to seem even more outrageous in the context of 

the changing content landscape.  New creators burst onto the scene, disrupting the traditional 

broadcasting world with an explosion of diverse live content.  These creators needed a flexible, 

scalable, and affordable platform. 

The rise of esports is an obvious example but there are also a multitude of smaller events and less 

widely followed sports that are growing their audiences. Networks would often buy up rights but 

remain unable to actually broadcast all the content due to the costs and limitations of their linear 

infrastructure. Yet whilst broad coverage on big networks eluded them, digital platforms gave 

independent content creators a place where they could build an audience. Take the example of 

“The Kick Off” in the UK, one of the pioneering YouTube watchalong shows; they had no rights, 

no big stars or high profile guests and certainly not the resources of a large scale broadcast 

network. Yet despite this their weekly  show outperformed traditional shows in the same time 

slot on Sky and BT Sport. Their spin off show,  "The Knock Out",  followed a similar theme around 

boxing and MMA and achieved a high of over 16 million views for one episode. 

A Singular
Revolution

Enter Singular.live.  A revolutionary cloud-based platform 

designed as an alternative to the restrictive ball and chain of 

dedicated hardware, specialist operators, and financial cost. 

Armed with nothing more than a web browser at home, anyone 

can now add professional broadcast quality graphic overlays to 

their live content. No contracts, no specialist hardware, no 

downloads - just sign up, login and get going. Everything is 

created and controlled via a standard web browser.

Thanks to Singular, when Red Bull wanted to produce their live 

extreme surfing event off the southerly coast of Tasmania, they 

were able to send a tiny skeleton crew and use Singular from 

their office in Santa Monica with no international shipping or 

travel. They didn’t even need to buy the usual expensive

dedicated graphics computers because Singular operates

entirely from a web browser on any modern computer.
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Red Bull Cape Fear 2019

During lockdown, whilst many sports and events were effectively shuttered, esports gained even 

more growth momentum. Helped in part by its inherently innovative nature (mainstream

broadcast on traditional networks had eluded esports for years yet they had massive audiences 

on digital platforms like Twitch), many of the big publishers and events quickly moved to remote, 

cloud-based productions and to Singular’s platform. Publishing giants like Blizzard and Riot 

accelerated their transition to cloud productions whilst FIFA, EA Sports and others quickly 

launched tournaments to replace the postponed major events like UEFA Euro 2020

Championship with their own tournaments such as the  "Stay and Play Cup"  and the FA’s 

"Play X Unite" tournament. The new cloud-based production workflows ensured that live 

productions could continue whilst maintaining safe working conditions for the crew, most if not 

all of whom were able to work remotely.

Now esports is taking things further still, continuing to innovate with the restart of Blizzard’s 

"Call of Duty" league showcasing Singular’s interactive menus delivering a more engaging viewer 

experience.
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The Singular Platform

Singular hasn’t only removed  the barriers to entry for live content creators, it’s redefined what 

graphic overlays can do, even for major broadcasters with resources, unleashing completely new 

possibilities through its use of Intelligent Overlays. All graphics are basically overlays, but

historically they have been static and linear. Burned into the video signal. 

Singular works in traditional SDI workflows as well as NDI and, of course, cloud/IP workflows. 

The platform has a full authoring environment (Composer) that allows anyone to build their own 

fully customizable overlays. Alternatively users can download any of the dozens of pre-built 

compositions for free. Using a Control App (users can use the provided Singular Studio or build 

their own custom control apps) producers and operators can prepare and operate their graphic 

rundowns, adding and amending graphics on the fly but with the benefit of doing this via a web 

browser which means they can be located anywhere.

Singular can do this, but also allows On Device rendering where it’s graphic overlays are 

rendered directly on the end users device opening up a completely new direct dialogue between 

content producer and viewer. These types of graphics use a technology called Intelligent

Overlays because they add a unique new layer of intelligence on top of the video content. A two 

way communication where viewers can interact at an individual level, for example, choosing the 

language of their graphics, or voting in polls, making purchases, bets, requests for information 

and much more and all of which can all be directly measured. This opens up a much bigger

opportunity for content creators to create a much more engaged and interactive relationship 

with their audience.  This is what clients like Red Bull, Ineos and most recently Blizzard have 

increasingly been taking advantage of.
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When Eliud Kipchoge made history in October 2019 by becoming the first person to run a 

marathon in under 2 hours, Singular made history alongside him by powering his live stream with 

a first-of-its-kind enhanced, interactive viewing experience. The overlays featured clickable 

buttons allowing viewers to immerse themselves in the event, accessing  live data such as Eliud’s 

current speed, remaining time and distance, current weather, Twitter messages, and a map 

displaying his position. Coverage could be viewed on computers, tablets or mobile phones, and 

users could choose one of six different languages for their overlays, increasing the accessibility 

of the coverage.  

This unprecedented level of interactivity was made possible by Singular’s revolutionary device 

side rendering technology.  Intelligent Overlays allow the  graphics  to be rendered at the point of 

delivery, whether that is a phone, a laptop or a smart TV. That means they can be localised and 

even personalised with interactivity allowing the viewer to choose what data they want to see or 

even what they might like to buy. Traditional platforms simply cannot deliver that, even though 

viewers are increasingly expecting exactly this  kind of engagement and functionality.

INEOS 1:59 Challenge
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Singular disrupted the  one-size-fits-all approach, believing that audiences needed and deserved 

a more accessible, customizable viewing experience. For example, if you’re watching a Premier 

League match in India, Spain or Malaysia - why should you still see the same graphics in the same 

language with the same sponsors? Not everyone wants to view content in the same way and the 

only reason viewers have to is because of the limitations of the available technology including 

graphics tools that pre-date the internet.

Crucially Singular is an open and agnostic platform meaning users could use the APIs and SDKs 

to create their own tools and solutions but also that they were not tied in to the distribution 

platform of the CDN or player. Tools like Twitch Extensions offer basic interactive elements but 

in order to use them your content is committed to distribution on Twitch at which point content 

owners and creators are immediately sacrificing control and revenue.  In contrast, Singular can 

be used on publisher’s own platforms, portals and websites.

Given its rapid expansion beyond the traditional broadcast 

industry, the Singular team is continually improving the product 

UI to adapt to the needs of its growing community.  Some of 

Singular’s most dedicated new users now include high school 

students, amateur football teams, rabbis, yoga teachers, and 

even fifth graders using it for live daily news announcements.

“As a cloud-based platform Singular was perfect for our needs and enabled us to get 
up and running in a very short time frame without needing to buy or ship any addi-
tional graphics hardware. In addition our operators could work from their homes.”

Sean LaRett
Coordinating Producer at EA for FIFA Competitive Gaming Broadcast

“We’re dedicated to democratizing live graphics for all content creators”

Singular.live CEO
Andrew Heimbold 

Widening
Appeal
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Singular has also been embraced by Technology Partners at the 

cutting edge of cloud production, including the likes of Grabyo, 

TVU, Sony, Qvest, Easylive and Grass Valley whilst

Service Partners include a wide range of providers from 

multi-Emmy award winners RCS in LA to Promotheus, 

Sunset+Vine, Photron and Digidelic all the way to trailblazing 

production company Double Take Sports in Australia, System 

Integrators  like Mediability in Europe and live cloud production 

platform The Switch. All are helping make Singular the new 

industry standard for adding live graphics to content.

Graphics for Good

But it’s not just the commercial world who is benefitting from Singular’s democratization of live 

graphics.  Singular for Schools launched last year at IBC 2019. The program gives Singular to any 

educational institution at no charge at all and now includes members around the world, from 

Miami to Malaysia. The program was launched with the mission of supporting the next

generation of digital content creators by making sure they have completely free access to our 

platform via their schools to help them maximize their content and introduce them to possible 

future career paths in a growing industry. Singular staff have hosted workshops in schools to 

introduce students and teachers to the potential of live graphics, and have plans to scale this 

with global webinars and partners to ensure all schools have access to Singular. 

Singular’s non-traditional approach is also appealing to more established broadcasters who are 

looking for a more financially viable, innovative platform. The BBC recently used Singular on 

their flagship “SpringWatch” program whilst Sky in the UK and Germany have been using the 

platform on a daily basis. Esports giants like Blizzard and Riot have been early adopters of the 

platform using Singular globally across their huge live events. One of the biggest names in

automated production, Pixellot, was an early adopter of Singular and uses it to deliver the

graphics across thousands of hours of production every month. That model simply is  not viable 

using a traditional platform since it would have involved buying hundreds of dedicated graphics 

engines.

“Singular helps with our desire to be more agile in all we do whether that is our 
remote productions, back up systems or even responding to a lockdown caused by a 
global pandemic. It also helps with our target to reduce the carbon footprint of our 
productions."

Alessandro Reitano
Vice President of Sports Productions, Sky Deutschland
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"Singular has engaged my design students with the science behind their data visual-
ization tool and allowed students to learn about potential career trajectories that 
they may not have thought about before."

Ms. Karen Anagnost
Graphic Design/Advertising Design CTE Teacher,

John F. Kennedy High School, California

"Singular has been a game-changer for our school’s live content. Students run the 
shows and teach the younger grades how to do everything, often adults are not 
required."

David Hay
Grade 6 Teacher, 

Westboro Elementary, Canada

Pre-pandemic, early-adopter schools were already using Singular either as part of their

curriculum in media classes and or for informal broadcast clubs run by students. 
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When the COVID pandemic closed schools, the emphasis shifted towards educators using 

Singular overlays to augment their educational and community live streams, e.g.  this graduation 

ceremony was produced by students from their homes and the University of Bogota is using 

Singular as part of their TV Broadcast curriculum. 

With the new academic year commencing with lock-down restrictions still in place for many 

around the world, schools have plans to use the platform for everything from PHD Mathematics 

tutorials, law and medical school lectures, and military training seminars, to district-wide spelling 

bees, and even for virtual induction ceremonies for incoming students. Members are incredibly 

diverse, including entire US public school districts, a music school in Greece,  the University of 

Essen’s Department of Anatomy, the Australian Defence Force Academy, and even the Spanish 

‘Online School of Showbiz’.  In the absence of in-person events, schools, like many of us, are 

realizing the power of live content to bring together communities, and how much meaning and 

power a layer of graphics on top of that live feed can add. 

"With our school closures my students have produced a few shows remotely, and one 
of the students ran all of the titles and overlays from his home, while the other 
students executed their jobs remotely."

 Hunter Rand
Video Production Instructor

Spanish Springs High School, Nevada
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In this new era of social distancing, nonprofits are continuing their social good missions remotely. 

Launched in March in response to the arrival of the pandemic, Singular for Nonprofits offers 

completely free usage of Singular to any nonprofit organization, many of whom have been 

rapidly transitioning their operations online. 

An extraordinary spectrum of organizations and individuals from around the world are now 

adding meaning to their live streams with Singular overlays- from an Islamic Community Center 

to the Brass Band Association of Scotland.  Members are using our overlays in a variety of ways - 

including remote meetings and seminars, online fundraising, religious services (such as this one), 

and even live marriage counselling sessions.  Program members include a Rabbi in Minneapolis 

using Singular for services and online learning, an Indian yoga nonprofit streaming classes, an 

organization dedicated to giving technical education to rural communities, a Finnish girls’

football team,  a Barrel Horse Racing association, and a social justice organization using Singular 

for webinars with their partners. Singular has also been embraced by churches who are reaching 

their congregations via live streams, with the graphics adding vital detail and clarity to online 

worship, teaching and community outreach. 
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“Your support helps to further our mission through mental health awareness
especially the vulnerable, the homeless and the one who lives alone. We will also 
attain the optimum Praise and Worship live online. This will hugely impact people’s 
lives in the community. ”

The Temple of God International Fellowship,
London, UK

With hundreds of schools and nonprofits around the world now using Singular, the team is 

watching closely to learn how the platform can be of most use to them in these challenging times.  

Conclusion Anyone outside the broadcast industry may have been

captivated by live graphic overlays without even realising it- a 

sports match score, breaking news on a lower third, a table of 

real-time election results - but in all likelihood they probably 

took the actual creation of them completely for granted. If they 

did give it some thought, they probably, quite rightly, assumed it 

was just for big budget broadcasters, and they most likely were 

completely unaware of the environmental consequences of the 

traditional way of adding them. 

A shift started to occur around two years ago when live stream-

ing became more commonplace and was rapidly accelerated by 

the COVID pandemic in March. A hugely diverse new wave of 

live content creators, from school teachers to rabbis, and

independent producers now needed graphic overlays. These 

overlays can add clarity, engagement, and sometimes vital detail 

as well as personalisation and engagement.  

Singular set out on a mission to completely disrupt and democra-

tize the process, empowering all these live content creators with 

the ability to add graphic overlays for the first time. Taking the 

best of broadcast and combining that with the new benefits 

offered by digital technology and intelligent overlays. The 

platform is completely free for schools and nonprofits, and it’s 

also accessible to individuals and companies with limited 

resources as it’s completely FREE with a small watermark.  
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The team is continually striving to develop the product to make it even more accessible to those 

with little or no experience; whether you’re a young vlogger, professional sports match producer, 

a fifth grader creating your elementary school news show,  priest starting a virtual church, or an 

esports fan seeking to raise your production values and add information and detail to your feed. 

Thanks to Singular, the process of live content creation, and the content itself, has been

democratized for good. 

Singular.live’s Intelligent Overlays are defining the future of live 

graphics. This future is one where anyone can add professional 

quality graphics onto their live streams, from wherever they are, 

using revolutionary cloud-based technology. Customizable, 

scalable, flexible, easy and affordable. Ready to join the

revolution? If you’re a school or a nonprofit, simply apply for a 

completely free subscription here. Everyone else can simply sign 

up for a free account to get started. With Singular, Now You Can.

Visit our website: Singular.live and sign up for free.

For further information contact info@singular.live

Thank
You


